THE POWER OF STORIES

“We are all required to make journeys of faith. That is the gospel plan. Our path may not be crossing an ocean or walking alone from an empty train station. But whatever it is, it will demand faith in every footstep. Years from now your grandchildren will tell with amazement stories of your choices which changed their lives. You will be called their pioneers.”

Sister Bonnie D. Parkin
“Stories of our ancestors can bind hearts between generations, increase love and appreciation for those who paved the way, and build our faith. They are an integral part of family history.”

Elder Tad R. Callister

How and why do stories strengthen us?

Why is it important to understand a person’s life beyond birth and death?

How and when can you share your ancestors' stories with your family? How can they become involved?

What holds your family together?

What are the ingredients that make your family effective, resilient, and happy?